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Raising the drinking age
hasn’t cut off the booze
By Judi Ladniak

It was Dec. 31,1979. The location: a local
bar. The usual clientele was present ex¬
changing jokes and conversation. The
scene was joyous as libations of Old Style
and Mogan David were flowing freely.
The following day, Jan. 1, 1980, there
was a change of mood for many young peo¬
ple. A new state law went into effect, pro¬
hibiting 19- and 20-year-olds from purchas¬
ing and consuming alcoholic beverages.
Now, for those who are affected by this
law, things have changed, or have they?
Four reporters from the Courier find the
only significant change in the lives of 19and 20-year-olds is the loss of the entertain¬
ment that the bars provided.
The overwhelming majority of these
students say the amount of their drinking
has remained the same or has increased.
This can be attributed to the increase in
party attendance and the fact that 21-yearolds are now acting as suppliers to their
younger friends.
So, drinking has continued but bar hopp¬
ing has stopped. As we are now in the last
week of January the affected persons have
had a few weekends to seek other means of
entertainment.
The No. 1 pastime, according to those

Johnson

Some people are taking part in winter
sports, others cruise around in their cars,
eat more, go to the movies, stay home and,
one girl is continuing to bar hop, as she has
been successful in obtaining false iden¬
tification. (There is strong suspicion that
others are doing the same.)
Yet, there has been some change. It is
perhaps not what was intended by the
lawmakers. There is now a great amount
of mistrust of the government, a feeling by
young people of being an outsider. Some
persons have even threatened to vote
against those who were instrumental in
passing this law.
But 19- and 20-year-olds have also noted
a difference in their wallets. Those inter¬
viewed were split in half on this one. Some
are spending less money, as they no longer
have to deal with cover charges, $4 pit¬
chers of beer and i tipping cocktail
waitresses. Others are finding that they
are spending more, as they have to deal
with rising gas prices, expensive
restaurants, movie admissions and pay¬
ing one’s local drug dealer.
Please turn to Page 6

By Ron Slavik

An overwhelming majority of the stu¬
dents polled earlier this week favor a fourday school week.
Those favoring a shortened school week
here outnumbered those who were against
it by more than 3 to 1. Fourteen percent
were either unsure or simply indifferent.
Valerie Prohammer, president of SG,
said she favored such a program for the
summer as an experiment because it will
help the school save some money. She also
said that she sees some faults in the pro¬
gram in ways that it would make it diffi¬
cult for the DLL and the science labs which
need all the time they can get.
Bob Fee, an SG senator, stated that that
he would like to know how the teachers feel
about the shortened week before he made
a final decision. He said that he was con¬
cerned about how the teachers would try to
fit a full course into a four day school
week. Fee added that the plan would be a
good way for the school to save money.
Scott Tedtmeyer, another SG senator,
said he favors a shortened school week
because it would enable him to save on the
cost of gas in getting to school.
Tedtmeyer was not alone. Saving money
and gas was the most popular reason given
by students favoring a four day school
week. Second was that they would be able
to work more hours with a longer weekend.

By Donald Ball

Robert W. Johnson is the Photography
Coordinator, William W. Johnson is a
speech teacher, William Randolph
Johnson a media teacher, and William
Robert Johnson is the Associate Dean of
Technology. All four are in the Technology
Department.
They all modestly admit that each gets
the other’s mail. William Robert Johnson
constantly jokes that he gets the others’
bills and they get his checks. Which is ex¬
actly what happened a few times when
William Robert once received William
Randolph’s insurance check.
William Robert deposited the Check —
endorsed William R. Johnson — in his
bank and later had to give the money back.
Robert William Johnson notes that none
of the Johnsons look alike. But each still
gets the mail of every other Johnson and
Johnston.
“We always get piles of mail including
personal papers and student class listings

By Lisa Tuttle

For most women, the possibility of being
drafted is an idea worth giving some
thought to.
Laurie Schwisow, the officer for coordi¬
nating ERA work at CD, agrees that the
idea of women being drafted is something
we are forced to think about after Presi¬
dent Carter’s plans to possibly include
women.
Carter is expected to announce his deci¬
sion perhaps by Feb. 9 as to whether
women would be included in the draft. He
will send a report on the entire draftmilitary mobilization problem to Congress
at the time.

that don’t belong to you,” states William
Randolph.
“We’re always playing postman to the
others.”
William Robert Johnson was once
assigned to teach two media classes in¬
tended for William Randolph Johnson.
In the LRC faculty listing, the four
Johnsons are listed consecutively. When
one checks out a book, the others are warn¬
ed or fined if it is overdue, even if the sub¬
ject does not fit their section.
Last Tuesday, William Randolph
Johnson of Media received a requisition
from the college administration. He signed
the paper, and gave it to Robert William
Johnson, Photography Coordinator, who
signed it, and gave it to his superior,
William Robert Johnson. He returned the
paper to the College Office.
“The College called me up,” explains
William Randolph “They said, ‘You can’t
sign three times! That’s illegal! ’”

'X
William Randolph

Robert William

Other reasons for wanting a four day
school week were :
It would give an extra day for studying;
it would save the school money; it would
make it easier to plan Friday activities.
Most students said they would probably be
able to fit a longer school day into their
personal schedules.
One woman favored a shortened week
because then she would have to pay her
baby sitter for four days instead of five.
Another woman said that a four day school
week would be a good idea but that the
library should remain open. Finally, one of
the students wo favored a shorter week
said, “I wouldn’t have to wake up.”
The main reason given by students
against a four day school week was that
they would have to go to school longer on
the other four days. Another reason given
was that they were paying full tuition, and
therefore they should be able to go to
school a full five days. One person said
that it would make it hard for the teachers
to fit a full course into a four day week.
Most of the students who were listed as
unsure or indifferent said that they only
went to school two, three or four days a
week anyway. Whether the college actual¬
ly does go to a four day school week this
summer remains to be seen, but if it does,
the administration apparently will not get
too much flack from the students.

Sex ‘isn’t the issue’
in draft, ERA rep says

& Johnson & Johnson & . . .

You can call me Johnson BUT . . . you
will have to specify which one you want.
No one can simply say Mr. Johnson any
more. It is either Bob, Bill, WR, or WW.
Thirteen years ago, when this establish¬
ment began, there was Robert William
Johnson, William Robert Johnson, and
William Wayne Johnson. And there was
Confusion.
Three years ago, William Randolph
Johnson joined the staff after about 25
years in film making. And there was more
Confusion.
“There are Johnsons all over the place,”
chuckles William W. Johnson, a CD speech
instructor. “It’s like a disease around
here. You don’t have a cold or flu, you have
a Johnson.”
This confusion becomes clear when one
realizes the opportunity for mix-up.

The Johnsons

interviewed, is the good ole American par¬
ty.
Running a not so close second is, believe
it or not, homework.

4-day idea popular,
informal poll reveals

William Wayne

William Robert

However, Schwisow said, this should not
be a male-female issue, but it should be
thought of as a human beings issue in¬
stead.
“I think you have to look at it as we are
all citizens,” she said. “I am a citizen and
enjoy the full rights of being one. I must
take the responsibilities that go along with
being a citizen, one of which is defending
our country if I need to.”
“Ideally,” Schwisow said, “we would
hope that we would not need the registra¬
tion. We would hope for all volunteers. But
realistically, if it’s essential to register, I
feel that women as well as men should reg¬
ister.”
But are women physically able to fight?
Schwisow thinks they are.
“Women go through the same training
as men,” she said. She admits, though,
that people in combat are put in positions
that they are most capable of handling.
Another issue is the stress involved in
combat. Schwisow says that this is an indi¬
vidual thing and should not be thought of
as male-female. She says that men are
“conditioned” in the war and they are less
likely to admit to their fears, although fear
is not just a female trait.
“If we spent less time talking about
whether women should serve or not and
just concentrated on getting the best peo¬
ple for the job, we could get the job well
done,” she said.

May break
threat case
A former CD student is suspected of
threatening at least three persons, and
possibly as many as 12, through bizarre
letters which used a clipping from the Oct.
11 issue of CD Courier.
According to the DuPage County
Sheriff’s office, the man’s handwriting is
being analyzed by the Cook County Crime
Lab. The suspect is not currently enrolled
at CD.
The article, which described a studentmade film “The Ring of Death,” was ap¬
parently clipped from the newspaper and
mailed to a CD coed, a Villa Park grand¬
father and a Chicago art director, among
others.
The film, which deals with considerable
violence, was produced at CD by Paul
Emery, a media student, and features
students Ed Dutton and Larry Corley.
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Student rep deadline nears
A final reminder that petitions to
run for the Student Representative
to the College of DuPage Board of
Trustees will be available through
Thursday, Feb. 7. They may be ob¬
tained from A2059, from 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
The first day to file petitions in
A2059 is Friday, Feb. 1, starting at
8:30 a.m. Each candidate will have
his/her name placed on the ballot
in the order petitions are received.

Deadline for filing is Friday noon,
Feb. 8.
Petitions must include at least
100 signatures which will be
validated by Student Activities
personnel. Candidates will be
notified by noon Feb. 11 of their
eligibility.
Please contact Lucile Friedli,
Coordinator, Student Activities,
Ext. 2515 for further information.

You’re invited! You’ll be delighted!

Satellite International
Cosmetics
Come and join us.
Earn generous 40%.
No inventory - no initial investment.
Offer attractively packaged new
high fashon eye makeup and lipsticks.
Make-up training program can
be arranged free!

Banks, former Cub star, shown here with his back to the alleys, is the star
of a charity film which used the talents of a CD instructor and students. Shown from
left to right are Tom Scott, Peter Jensen, Faiq Mahmood, William Randolph
Johnson, John Moran, Jack Greenberg of the Variety Club, Banks, the proprietor of
the Waveland Bowl, Tom Gallagher and Tim Byer.

Be a make-up artist today!

Call Satellite International - 887-1859
Monday through Saturday, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

2/6 Of Mice and Men
Boasting an excellent cast, and Aaron
Copland's first film score, this 106
minute, 1940 film illustrates how John
Steinbeck's conception of character links
man to nature and to its cycles, combin¬
ing a poetic symbolism with naturalism.

Free Admission

Wednesdays
Noon in Room A2015

7 PM in Room All08

MEN-WOMEN

Could you use $225
a month for college?

Media group films charity promo
By Donald Ball
Ten CD media students and
media instructor William Randoph Johnson filmed a charity pro¬
motional film Friday featuring
Ernie Banks, former Cub basebaU
player.
The Variety Club sponsored the
film called “Bowling for Kids.”
The 10 students assisted four pro¬
fessionals who contributed their
time to raise money for children’s
charities.
Johnson trained the students in
specific duties at College of
DuPage facilities. They did not go
directly to the Waveland Bowl in
Chicago without knowing their
functions beforehand, trying to
learn their duties on the job.

Tom Scott, John Pollock and
Thomas Volpe were trained in
lighting, Sharon Dempsey as
script-’girl, Tim Byer in sound and
makeup, Tom Gallagher in grips
and dollies, Faiq Mahmood as
stand-in, Dan Frykman in stills,
Peter Jensen as slate assistant,
and John Moran as assistant
cameraman.
“Of course, Ernie Banks has
always been a real grandstander,
bowing to the audience during the
game,” Johnson recalls. “During
the first 30 minutes of filming, he
was calling the students by their
first names, which gave the kids a
big thrill.”
A charity film made last spring
by CD students featuring Lee

Call Army Opportunities
926-2640
Join the people who've joined the Army.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Johnson said that none of the
students were paid like profes¬
sionals, but he does intend giving
them a “beer and pizza party.”
“Plus,” he said, “it gives them a
chance at seeing something they
consider valuable and important.''
The film will be shown at 150
area theaters for the four weeks of
March.

Data processing, nursing are top majors
The two most popular occupa¬
tional majors at CD are data pro¬
cessing with 553 students and nurs¬
ing with 521, according to the Tenth
Day Report released by the office
of registration and records.
However, not all students have
made up their minds this definite¬
ly. The report lists 6,595 as
undecided on a major or attending
the college for general interest,
enrichment or development.
Other areas with high enroU-

ment include accounting (446),
business (265), engineering (261),
electronics technology (196),
management (186), art (170) and
secretarial science (160).
Some of the areas with the
fewest students enrolled are
education, instructional aide(7),
supermarket management (8),
financial management (23),
respiratory therapy (26), plastics
(31), real estate (31), hotel/motel
management (35), recreational

Thief grabs money bags
A canvass bag containing some
$50 in nickels was stolen from a
cart on A Bldgs.’ third floor Mon¬
day morning.
According to CD security chief
Tom Usry, the bag of change was
taken while Gordon Menz, an em¬
ployee of Canteen Service Corpora¬
tion, was standing by the cart talk¬
ing to his supervisor. Neither Menz
nor his supervisor saw the bag ac¬
tually being taken out of the cart,
Usry said.
Canteen services all the vending
machines on campus.

He said they have no idea who
might have taken the money.
A search of all the lockers in the
A Bldg, hallways turned up no sign
of the bag or its contents, Usry
said. All lockers not in use were
checked first, he said, on the basis
that the thief may have put the bag
there to avoid carrying it with him
or her. A pass key was then used to
look in to lockers that were being
used.
The robbery occurred at about
8:30 a.m. near A3031.

Tax lecture Feb. 7
If you could, start now. Enlist in the Army, save
between $50 and $75 a month from your pay, and it
will be matched $2 for $1 under the Veterans Edu¬
cational Assistance Program. After your first
enlistment, that could mean up to $225 a month for
education.

Philips led to the making of their
second film.
The film is the Variety Club’s annual appeal encouraging
youngsters to gain sponsors for
perhaps a penny a pin. The
youngsters will register at their
local bowling alleys for one day
when they bowl for the charities.

The Alumni Association will
sponsor an Income Tax Lecture on
Thursday, Feb. 7, from 7 to 9 p.m.
in K-131. Ronald Davis, a tax
manager at Price-Waterhouse,
will conduct the lecture.
Topics to be discussed will in¬
clude deductions, tax credit,
residential energy credit, child
care credit, methods: maxi tax, in¬
come averaging, alternative
minimum tax and the changes in
the 1979 tax laws. A question and

answer period will follow the lec¬
ture.
The lecture is free to the public.
Call the Alumni Office, 858-2800,
ext. 2242 to make a reservation.

PLANNING SCHEDULE?
Before planning your winter
pinas schedule, review your past
course selections through the
CLASS terminal. Assistance is pro¬
vided in PICS, inside the LRC.

leadership (41), building construc¬
tion (44), library technical assis¬
tant (45) and ornamental hor¬
ticulture (48).
Total enrollment for winter
quarter, 1980 is up to 17,230 or 8%
per cent over the similar period in
1979. There are 14,733 students tak¬
ing credit courses only, which is an
increase of 15 per cent over last
winter. Students taking non-credit
courses only now number 2,497 or
an 18.6 per cent drop over last
winter.
Of the students taking credit
classes only, 28.2 per cent or 4,156
go to school full-time while 71.8 per
cent or 10,577 attend classes parttime.
Full-time students carry an
average of 14.96 credit hours and
part-timers carry an average of
4.73.
Females outnumber males at CD
7,785 to 6,948.
Most students are from within
the college district (14,252) but
some come from outside the
district (435) and a few even come
from out of state (46).
The average age of the CD stu¬
dent is 24 and the average class
size is 18.2 students. ,

Top 10 cities
we come from
Downers Grove.
Wheaton.
Lombard.
Naperville.
Glen Ellyn.
Elmhurst. .
Woodridge.
Villa Park.
Addison.
Westmont.

1,345
1,327
1,207
1,184
1,171
, ,796
..577
..558

..541
..486
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Prohammer
hopes to raise
SG visibility

Proposed skylight
changes LRC plan
By Michael Scaletta
Before the first shovel of dirt is
turned for the new LRC, several
problems
must be resolved.
“The architects do not want it o
look like a football field,” said
Richard Ducote, dean of the LRC.
“They want to put in a few walls to
fill up space. They also want to
change the roof by running five
long skylights on the ceiling. The
lights are about 390 feet long and
the architects are proposing them
for energy resources. However, I
don’t like it very much.”
Ducote said that the new LRC
will provide more study spaces
where groups of students can be in
private. Also, there will be much
more lounge furniture.
“We hope to make the students
as comfortable as possible,” he
said.
Besides the LRC, there will be a
whole floor for the administration
and a whole floor for a campus
center.
“The new LRC will have a
tremendous use by students,” said
Ducote. “The present LRC is used
by about 20,000 people. In the new
one, I estimate there will be 80,000
people using it. We also presently
serve 10,000 community borrowers
who use us as a second or third
library.”

“We thought we would be in the
new building by 1970, but the state
couldn’t support it so we moved in¬
to J Bldg.,” he said.
“If I had a dime for every time a
faculty member came up to me
and told me how much he or she
was looking forward to the new
LRC, I think I would be very rich,”
Ducote said.
“The faculty is very excited
about using the new LRC and I
predict that there will be a 50 to 75
percent increase in use due to its
accessibility.”

As for what will happen to J and
K Bldgs, once the new LRC is com¬
pleted, Ducote said that a commit¬
tee has just been formed to deter¬
mine how the space in these
buildings will be used.
The new LRC has been a long
time coming for Ducote. He arriv¬
ed here in May of 1967, at which
time there was a floor plan for a
new LRC.

GETS ST ATE GRANT
A $10,748 grant has been award¬
ed to Gene C. Walker, coordinator
of the college’s air condition¬
ing/refrigerator program, to be us¬
ed to develop a curriculum in the
air conditioning field.
Walker was selected by the Il¬
linois State Board of Education
who sponsored a statewide com¬
petition regarding the air condi¬
tioning field.

Lawyer to tell
need for wills
“Do you know what will happen
to your property when you die? If
you don’t know, the State of Illinois
does and they’ll write your will for
you,” says Attorney Barbara J.
Walters, who will speak Thursday,
Feb. 7, at noon in the Women’s
Center, A3014.
Walters will speak on “The Tax
Cost of Dying” . and will discuss
how estate planning can cut down
on probate costs and other com¬
plicated procedures. She will ex¬
plain how estate planning will pro¬
vide for the surviving members of
families, particularly children.

By Bob Green
Val Prohammer, Student Body
President, appeared optimistic as
she addressed the Student Senate
on Tuesday.
“The state of Student Govern¬
ment is good,” she said. “The draf¬
ting of a new constitution has been
a major accomplishment of this
Senate and if it is ratified by the
student body. I am confident that
we will be better enabled to meet
their concerns.”
“The main problem facing SG is
in gaining the visibility of the stu¬
dent body. We must work to com¬
municate with the student body
and instill in them a general
knowledge of what we can do to
represent them,” Prohammer
said.
The Senate was also briefed by
Michael DeBoer, program adviser
of Student Activities, concerning a
proposed student activities calen¬
dar.
DeBoer said that a big problem
with activities at CD is that many
students are not aware of what is
happening on campus. Student Ac¬
tivities has proposed that a calen¬
dar be designed listing important
events and dates at the college.
Plays, athletic events, SG elec¬
tions, registration dates, concerts,
and other important dates would
be included.
DeBoer said that if the project is
approved, the calendars would be
sold at the bookstore every
quarter. The proposed calendar
would have an attractive layout
complete with color photos and
would be a standard 8” x 1” size.
If approved, the calendar could be
ready for the Spring quarter.

Tech teachers critical
of planned 4-day week
By Tom King
The four-day week plan for the
summer quarter will cause pro¬
blems in the CETA program’s
welding and mechanics courses.
“CETA clients are going to suf¬
fer. Our clients are paid for an
eight-hour day. They will be
receiving a 20 per cent decrease on
their week-to-week paychecks with
the new system,” explained
George Stanton, coordinator of
manufacturing and technology.
To qualify for the program, the
clients (students) have to meet
certain requirements. The
students must have a low income
and not hold a full-time job.
“They are sub-poverty, and their
minimum wage checks are for food
or rent,” said Stanton.
“I do not think it is a wise deci¬
sion. It won’t destroy the program,
but it will hurt the clients in the
program. It’s a decision we will
have to adjust to,” he said.
Stanton believes many students
who work full-time during the
week and go to welding or
mechanics on Saturday will be
lost. He hopes the new summer
quarter plan will still give the
students enough training to go into
the production world.
“The new program is not going
to do us any good. We’ll have to
wait and see if it works,” said Stan¬
ton. The program is in its planning
stage and might have to adjust the
course to last five extra weeks.
Then it would run into the special
10-week welding technical course,
which teaches newly-arrived im¬
migrants to become production
line welders.
The program may also call for
10-hour days which Jim Caperonis,
welding instructor, believes is
“educationally unsound.”

“The possibility of accidents
goes up when a person is
fatigued,” he said. “A basic pro¬
duction worker needs a certain
amount of time a week. ’ ’
“It’s push, push, push, right now
. and without a 40-hour week, it will
' be tough to get things done,” said
Caperonis. He believes there are
too many ifs, ands, or maybes in
the new program. Both Stanton
and Caperonis hope that the pro¬
gram can adjust.
Bill Gooch, dean of Occupational
Education, thinks it can. “We will
run into problems, but there is
enough time to straighten them
out,” said Gooch.
“We will never know until we
try. I’m looking forward to the pro¬
gram. I think it would be nice to
have a three-day weekend,” he
said.
“Right now were looking into us¬
ing the Davea Center, or maybe
Glenbard South to aid the problem
of Saturday courses,” said Gooch.
“It makes sense energy-wise,”
said Tom Lindblade, alpha coor¬
dinator.
He also shares the worry about
10-hour courses not being produc¬
tive, and wonders if the A bldg, can
be sectioned off to save money
from the costly air conditioning.
“It’s nice to have a three day
weekend, but I don't know about
the four 10-hour work days,” he
said.

JOB SEARCH AIDS
PICS, located in the LRC, has in¬
formation on writing resumes and
letters of application to employers.
Also available is information on
federal jobs, tips on job leads, and
material on employment inter¬
viewing techniques.
71
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SPRING BREAK
DAYTONA BEACH
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IT BY
BUS
14-23,1980
SOHO

4 PER ROOM

CWW

[2 Double Beds]

*191
DO IT BY AIR
6 PER ROOM

(3 Double Beds]
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W
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MARCH 15-22,1980
4 PER ROOM
(2 Double Beds]

*

6 PER ROOM
(3 Double Beds]

•PRICE BASED ON PRESENT AIRFARE AND IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE ACCORDINGLY

BUS TRIP INCLUDES
• Round trip motor coach transportation on first class char¬
ter coaches leaving the campus Friday. March 14, at 5:00
p.m. and traveling straight through with plenty of partying
to Daytona Beach, arriving the following day. The return
trip departs Saturday. March 22. in the afternoon, and
arrives back on campus the next day.
• A full seven nights accommodations at the Plaza Hotel of
Daytona Beach. Ronda.
• A great time in Daytona with special parties and activities
by Echo Travel.
• Optional trip to Disney World available daily from the hotel.
• All taxes and gratuities.
• Plenty of cold beer and refreshments en route to Daytona
Beach.

ITC ECHCD7

[J Ml* dbUUbllH ----*

Or Call 858-2800 - Ext. 2450
AIR AND BUS TOURS BY ECHO TRAVEL, INC.
, t i' j '■ ’ UL

1 (Lii

air trip includes

• Round trip jet air transportation on Eastern Airlines from
O'Hare Airport to Daytona Beach. Rorida leaving March
15 and returning March 22.
• Round trip transfers between Daytons Beach Municipal
Airport and the Plaza Hotel.
• A full seven nights accommodations at the Plaza Hotel of
Daytona Beach, Roridp.
• A great time in Daytona with special parties and activities
by Echo Travel.
• Optional trip to Disney World available daily from the hotel.
• All taxes and gratuities.
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The Courier is a weekly news publica¬
tion serving College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the white bam
east of J. Bldg. Telephone, 858-2800, ext.
2379 or 2113. Advertising rates available
upon request. Deadline for routine an¬
nouncements is 5 p.m. Monday. The col¬
lege is located at Lambert Hoad and
22nd Street, Glen Ellyn, El. 60137. Let¬
ters to the editor will be subject to nor¬
mal editing procedures.
Editor.Dan Faust
Sports Editor.Tom Nelson
Ass’t. Sports Editor.Andi Konrath
Photo Editor.— Tom Scheffler
Circulation Manager.Michael Gore
Faculty Adviser.Gordon Richmond

(Editorial opinions do not
necessarily represent the views , of
the staff of the College of DuPage.)

Plan to save resources
Most students probably find vacations to
be their favorite part of going to school.
So I would expect most students to be
happy to find that CD may have a short,
four-day school week this summer.
Students always enjoy a three-day
weekend, and an extra day of leisure time
becomes especially valuable during the
summer.
It can mean a few more ball games, a
barbecue, maybe a day at the beach or the
Art Institute. And still enough time to get
the yard work done, to keep dad happy. Or
it can mean an extra day to work, so next
year’s tuition becomes a little more af¬
fordable.
Of course, it would mean working harder
and longer on the days students do have
classes. The time would have to be made
up somewhere; actual class time would
not change.
So some sacrifice or accommodation
would have to be made on the student’s
part. But if he desires to, that would be no
problem. Students are used to adjusting to
a new schedule each quarter.
There is more involved than student
schedules, though . . . faculty schedules,
conservation of energy, and availability of

facilities on the weekend for students
whose schedules (such as work) don’t
allow them to come during the week, are
important factors.
That last item becomes particularly im¬
portant in a community college setting,
where an effort is supposed to be made to
reach out beyond the average college-age
student to the average community
member. The college may be cutting off a
segment of its market by going to the fourday week.
Furthermore, the faculty, who are sup¬
posed to put in a 40-hour week, would be
compelled to work 10 hours a day if the
school were to close on Friday. This puts
quite a burden on them.
The key point in favor of the plan,
though, is that of energy conservation. And
this is a very important consideration.
Students would save gas by driving to
school one less day per week, and the col¬
lege would save significantly both in
energy and, consequently, in money, by
cooling A Bldg, one less day.
With energy resources as they are now,
it wouldn’t hurt us to sacrifice in a few
areas, to conserve those resources.
Dan Faust

Spiked with comedy, stupidity,
‘The Jerk’ is easy to laugh at
By Carol Smolla
Steve Martin takes a stab at the cinema
as he stars with Bernadette Peters in the
slapstick comedy film, The Jerk. The title
renders an excellent description of Steve
Martin’s character in the film. He is clum¬
sy, awkward and naturally funny.
Every move Martin makes is a funny
one and virtually every single scene is
spiked with comedy, stupidity, or both.
Even when Martin attempts to be serious
he cracks up, and at times really appears
idiotic.
Basically, The Jerk is the comic life
story of a silly man who goes from the poor
farm to the wealthy life of an inventor and
then returns to the life of a bum.
Peters is beautiful in The Jerk. She is in¬
nocent, sweet and feminine—the positive

tv

which attracts the negative! Combined,
the duo is fantastic and the two even sing a
quaint little tune together with
ukulele
accompaniment by Martin.
Although there is an absence of a strong,
constructive plot, any recognizable con¬
flict and certainly any profound climax.
The Jerk is still successful in that it can
cheer anyone up. It is not a masterpiece
from the cultural, technical standpoint,
but offers a fresh outlook on entertain¬
ment. It is easy comedy; easy to laugh at
and a rare gem in itself.
I recommend this film to people who
have had a hard day, hard week or hard
life. After viewing The Jerk, spirits are
lifted and a reassurance emerges that
there are people in this world in worse

Letter to the editor
Conservation effort is good business
To the editor;
Last Fall at CD when I went out into the
hall after an evening class I was aware of a
change. The air in the halls was cooler
than before class. CD was dialing down the
thermostats. Anyone affected by the
temperature change could always wear
their coat in the next class so there was no
great discomfort.
We are fortunate to live in a time and
area where some of our more pressing pro¬
blems consist of catching two red lights on
Lambert Road or of finding the bookstore
closed.
In the Courier’s January 24 issue we
were informed of a proposed four-day-aweek schedule for A Bldg. The idea of con¬
servation would be two-fold. Students
would save on gas by the shortened week
and CD would be saving considerably by
curbing the use of electricity. The $800 an
hour to run the cooling system is a very ex¬

Student needs are first priority,
says student trustee on Board
By Ronald Slawik
Kevin Shields, the student represen¬
tative on the Board of Trustees for almost
a year, says the Board is well aware of stu¬
dent needs and considers the needs as first
priorities.

shape than yourself.

Talking transfer
education requirements;
DePaul University, Mundelein College,
MacMurray College, Rosary College, and
Millikin University.
This means that after transfer a student
needs to complete some upper division
general education courses during the
junior and/or senior year at the above
mentioned schools.
Institutions that accept our A.A. or A.S.
as meeting all university general educa¬
tion requirements upon transfer are:
Chicago State University, Northern Il¬
linois University, Eastern Illinois Univer¬
sity, Sangamon State University, Gover¬
nors State University, Southern Illinois
University—both Carbondale and Edwardsville, Illinois State University, Kendall
College, Western Illinois University, Lewis
University and University of Wiscon¬
sin—both LaCrosse and Whitewater.

effort to maintain the high degree of sports
tradition.
Recently the Board examined the
athletic funds and redistributed them on a
more fair basis. A new sports facility is in
store for CD, but will be put on hold until
the new LRC building is completed.
Shields said that the Board is in favor of
saving the marsh that could possibly be
destroyed to make parking space for the
new LRC building. He said that it is a con¬
cern of the Board,which has expressed its
concern to the architects.
Shields criticized the lack of effec¬
tiveness of the Student Government,
whose performance he termed “poor.” He
said he cringes when people associate the
Board with S G.
Shields pointed out that the Board and
S G are not linked together nor are their
decisions. He said that the integrity of the
student trustee is often repudiated when
people refer to the poor performance of
Student Government, and that is why he
does not like the two bodies of government

Don Dame

Many students have asked me whether
they should earn the Associate in Arts
(A.A.) or Associate in Science (A.S.)
degree prior to transferring.
Almost all of the former College of
DuPage students I have talked to at fouryear colleges and universities, some who
had earned degrees at CD prior to
transferring and others who had not,
highly recommended getting an A.A. or
A.S. degree before transferring. Former
students say that having the degree is
especially important if a student is
transferring to a four-year college or
university that accepts A.A. or A.S.
degrees from CD as meeting all general
education requirements and grants
automatic junior standing upon transfer.
The following is a list of transfer institu¬
tions which accept our A.A. or A.S. degree
as meeting all lower division general

pensive accommodation. Cooling is one of
the most energy-intensive requirements of
any building.
President McAninch and his committee
will -be hearing many of the negative
aspects of this plan. Students will be
distressed. Some will certainly be inconve¬
nienced. The human spirit is always resis¬
tant to change. But if we decide that it is a
necessary action we will find ourselves
able to adjust and cope. The money saved
will not reduce the class fees or benefit the
students in any way. We should be ready to
accept a plan such as this because of the
energy crisis in our country. If more in¬
stitutions are willing to take the time and
effort to restructure their schedules where
possible there will be generated a feeling
of unity, an awareness among the people
by this effort of conservation. Further¬
more, it is just good business.
Frances Vestuto

associated.

Kevin Shields
He said that the Board’s awareness can
be noticed through the reorganization of
the college this year.
“We do the best job we can,” Shields
said. “I feel the board has achieved more
than possible.”
The most notable of the Board s
achievements. Shields believes, is the
planning for the completion of the main
campus and its buildings.
He said he is proud of the Board’s deci¬
sion not to cut funds for CD athletics in an

Shields noted that his experience with
the Board has shown him to be an equal
member with the other trustees.
“They never leave me out. I am an equal
member of the group and I can serve on
any committee that I want to,” he said.
As the student trustee, Shields is the
most powerful student of the school in any
governing body. He said it has been an ex¬
citing experience for him.
With only two months of his term lett>
Shields does not plan to run for re-election
He will leave CD next year to go to
Governors State to major in Hospital Ad¬
ministration. His term as trustee expires
April 16.
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Students talk of draft, money, sex, drugs . . .
By Doris Porter
Contradiction seems to be the key word
in the recent “talk” poll of CD students
taken by four Courier staff members.
The informal conversations revealed
that talk among some 250 students is as
diversified as their backgrounds. The talk
ranges from international tensions to per¬
sonal matters.
For instance: While students tend to talk
about America taking a strong stand in
foreign affairs, few talk of a willingness to
take up arms. Some young men vow to
serve if they have to. Others joke about go¬
ing to Canada to escape the possibility.
One even suggested that he might commit
a minor crime, if it would keep him out of
the draft.
The draft talk has gotten to young
women, too. Some feel it is their duty to
serve if the draft includes them. Others
swear that until ERA is passed, they will
not sign up for registration. There is a lot
of talk among some women that, as a last
resort, they would consider pregnancy—in
or out of marriage—to avoid being drafted.
Even the subject of war is in dispute.
Some students talk about it being in¬
evitable. Others say it will never happen,
that it would benefit no one.
Generally, the students talk of the
materialism of Americans, yet most are
concerned about money. They talk con¬
stantly of the best jobs, the best pay and
how to get them. They need it, they say, for
the necessities and the luxuries.
Classifying the necessities and luxuries
becomes a problem too. There are those
who feel an automobile is a prime necessi¬
ty for work and play. Some feel that
automobiles are a luxury, that mass tran¬
sit is the real answer to transportation pro¬
blems.

Sex is important talk among college
students. Whether in terms of thinking
about it, fantasizing about it, or doing it,
CD students talk about it frequently, either
in real terms or in their fascination with
sex symbols. They rate the current sexual
interests (not unlike the movie “Ten” sug¬
gests) by their individual criteria for ex¬
cellence. Often the talk is in regard to
movie stars or performers of music, but
sometimes, among friends they can trust,
the talk is about more tangible represen¬
tatives of their daydreams.
Discussions of marriage often follow
talk of sex. More women talk of later mar¬
riages, or early divorce if they are already
married (It is difficult to determine if they
are joking). Others look forward to the
traditional ceremony, and the earlier the
better. Some men talk of marriage as a
form of security. Some see it as a financial
burden. Both talk of weighing the respon¬
sibilities of marriage with some trepedation in an uncertain economy, an
uneasiness married students seem to
share.
Entertainment is a constant on the
minds of CD students. The cost of gas,
movies, music, food, to say nothing of
drinks, drugs and pot, are causing the
students to talk about their priorities for
spending. The raising of the drinking age
has forced even more talk of parties, as
bars and clubs are becoming a thing of the
past for students under 21.
Marijuana and drugs are almost easier
to get than liquor, say some of the
students. And consequently the traffic and
cost of those items are talked about among
more students than might be expected.
There is a rise in numbers of students
who are speaking out against drinking,
drugs, and pot who are committed to
meeting together to talk and, they tell me,
for social reinforcement.

Talk of television, the one form of enter¬
tainment available to most students,
seems to be limited to shows like “Mash”
(including the re-runs) and “Sixty
Minutes.” An occasional student will refer
to a channel 11 production watched as a
class assignment or a maverick show like
32’s zany “Benny Hill”.
Radio seems to have more impact on the
student’s talk. Steve Dahl is the reigning
king of radio talk. His chatter is discussed
along with the assortment of people who
frequent his telephone lines. Talk about
him reflects the latest “cut-downs” and
the latest rock music. Talk of his satire
may be one of the first things you hear in
the morning at CD.
With registration at hand, a main topic
of conversation among students is the
courses they are taking, have taken or are
about to take. Along with the courses, in¬
structors are talked about extensively.
Both classes and instructors are chosen for
numerous and conflicting reasons, such as
the grading system, the work involved, the
personality of the instructor, how the
course fits into transferring and,
sometimes, even what the course will offer
in the way of knowledge.
Extra curricular activities are also talk¬
ed about, in and out of school. They include
participation in clubs, churches, social
groups, the arts and, of course, athletic
competition. Generally, those individuals
interested in similar outside interests
seem to congregate together at school.
They can be found clustered in a favorite
lounge or hallway.
Low self esteem is reflected in talk by
many students, for a variety of reasons.
Some are attending CD because they have
not done well in high school and did not
qualify for other colleges.

Some are here because they are undecid¬
ed bout their future needs. Others are here
because finances will not allow them to
seek an education elsewhere. Some are
here because they are returning students,
and are uncertain of their scholastic
abilities after a long absence from formal
studies.
Many have had work or education ex¬
perience other than CD. Talk about their
experiences, or lack of them, is high on the
list of topics.
And there are students who speak
together, but are understood by few of
their classmates, because they speak a
language unfamiliar to most other CD stu¬
dents.
Family relationships are an ever pre¬
sent topic, heard over and over at CD.
Arguments and misunderstandings bet¬
ween parent and child or siblings or
spouses stimulate talk of leaving home and
trying to make it alone. This is talk that
may be more prevalent at CD than on
other campuses as many students here
live within a family situation, commuting
daily to class.
Besides the many things CD students
talk about, the absence of conversation
about some items is evident. In an election
year, there is a lack of talk about can¬
didates. Not that it doesn’t exist, some
does. But talk of politics is generally about
the possibility of a draft, international
threats and supporting the office of the
presidency—not Carter especially, but the
system—against possible threats from
foreign powers.
The only constant among CD students
seems to be the willingness to talk about a
variety of subjects, and to express a
multitude of contradictions within their
own conversations.

Under the Gunn
by Matt Gunn
It was quite a show in Washington last
Wednesday evening, as President Carter
delivered his State of the Union address.
Yes, it was quite a show.
And from the looks of it, a fashion show
of sorts. Carter gave us a glimpse of what
we might expect to be wearing for the next
few years.
The President didn’t introduce his full
line for 1980, but he did introduce some of
it, especially interesting to the young
crowd, say from 18 to 26 years old.

Russell Sultzbach and Leslie McBeth at a workshop in M Bldg. Mon¬
day afternoon.

500 jam PAC for dance, music
ByTomSchlueter
An estimated 500 people jammed into the
Performing Arts Center in M Bldg. Tues¬
day night to enjoy an evening of dance.
The New Philharmonic Orchestra, along
with guest artists Leslie McBeth and
Russell Sultzbach of the Milwaukee Ballet
Company, treated the standing-room-only
audience to an exciting display of dance
and musicianship.
The evening began with Twelve German
Dances by Ludwig van Beethoven. These
short dances were composed in 1795, when
Beethoven was still a young man. In
typical Classical style, these pieces
displayed textures that ranged from the
delicate and subtle to the pompous and ex¬
plosive. Visions of the white wigs and
bustling gowns of the 19th century
aristocracy were easily conjured up.
In the next piece, the orchestra was join¬
ed by McBeth and Sultzbach who danced to
the Adagio for Strings and Organ by
Tomaso Albinoni. The tone of the music
was somber and the movements of the
dancers was slow, as they interpreted the
agonies of love. *
The third piece was called Dance
Rhythms by Wallingford Riegger. This
piece contrasted sharply with the
preceding Baroque music. Riegger’s piece
is chocked full of rhythmic variations and

eager melodies. The orchestra responded
to the challenge by giving its most
cohesive performance I’ve witnessed. It
moved fluidly through each idea without
the slightest distraction.
After the intermission the orchestra
began with Aaron Copland’s Appalachian
Spring. A Pulitzer Prize recipient in 1945,
Appalachian Spring is explicit in its im¬
agery depicting a pioneer celebration
around a newly-built farmhouse. The soft,
weaving melodies of the violins created a
spring-like atmosphere on a cold January
night.
The guest artists came out for the finale
of the evening, in the Gran Pas de Deux
(dance for two) from the Nutcracker Suite
by Peter Ilyich Tchaikowsky. This was
definitely a more pleasing work, as was
evidenced by the smiling faces on the
dancers. McBeth certainly stole the show
with her dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy.
She pranced and pirouetted her way into
the hearts of the audience.
The crowd applauded heartily at the end
of the concert as everyone took their bows.
The traditional bouquet was presented to
McBeth and she immediately plucked a
single flower and presented it to Sulzbach.
The third concert of the New Philharmonic
was over and left us looking forward to the
next.

Since I fall into that category, I was
especially interested. Since I am not very
good at buying clothes, I thought the Presi¬
dent might be able to help me decide.
And decide for me he did.
The President, during his address, told
the nation of its long history of wearing
nothing but cowboy boots, an old beat-up
shirt, and a pair of blue jeans to work
every morning.
But, said the President, all that is chang¬
ing.
America is becoming more fashion con¬
scious, and to keep up with the rest of the
world, we have to get into some new
threads.
I agree with that completely, to a point.
The President, on one hand, uses the
Russians for an example.
He contends that the Russians are very
well dressed—so much so, that every time
they have a new line, they walk into
another country, and bingo, that country
buys everything the Russians have to of¬
fer.
Carter pointed towards three examples.
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and now
Afghanistan.
Says Carter, “So my friends, what next?
Iran? Pakistan? We’ve got to stop this
onslaught of Russian Commercialism
dead in its path. If we don’t, this country,
this great country of ours will be reduced
in terms of world prestige to that of a KMart. And you all know what that means! ”
As I listened, I couldn’t help but feel the

reason we look like such hobo’s in the
world is simply because our line carries
with it no unconditional guarantee.
For example, look what happened in
Viet Nam. We hold a big fashion ex¬
travaganza, and try our darnedest to sell
those people our line, a people who could
care less about our type of fashion, and as
soon as we get a little tired of waiting for
the suits to shrink enough to fit, we leave.
So, what now?
The President has decided that it is time
we reassert ourselves and take more
charge of our destiny.
And we can’t do that if we continue to
wear the threads we have on.
The reason being, that to get ahead at
anything, just acting the part is not
enough. Now you must look the part, even
if you have to rent.
And with our new look, the rest of the
world will sit up and take notice, see how
much we’ve changed and know that we
mean business.
To accomplish this facelift, the Presi¬
dent decided that the best people to model
our new 1980 line would be the young per¬
sons.
And to make it even more fashionable
the President is still considering whether
to make the new line unisex.
Nothing is for sure just yet, as the Presi¬
dent has only asked his prospective models
for their measurements. But when produc¬
tion gets under way, and you can bet it
will, the President will be able to fit
everyone just perfectly.
It matters little to Carter that America
seems to have a violent distaste for
military green, but I suppose that if the old
Eisenhower jacket could come back into
style after 20 years in mothballs, then
America could be made to accept this new,
more modem look in military attire.
That was the reason Carter gave only a
sneak preview of his 1980 line.
Good businessmen don’t go to production
until they know the product will sell.
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Outside the door of A Bldg.—

Forensics again wins state title

This is not the forest primeval — it is the east side of A
Bldg., near the pond and the marsh, and the students are
part of a CD cross country skiing class. When hope of
ever getting out on skis was all but gone, it finally snowed
— not much, but enough.

Once again the CD Forensics
team has taken top honors in
public speaking and interpretive
events at the Illinois State Junior
College competition.
Dr. James Becker, president of
Richland College of Decatur, host
to the tournament, was on hand to
give out the awards to the CD
students. Pat Shikora won the in¬
dividual sweepstakes, received
first place in speech to entertain, a
second in both speech analysis and
duet acting and a fourth place in
poetry.

Local restaurant owner
describes Chinese culture
By Doris Porter
Alan Yong, owner of the May
Ling restaurant in Glen Ellyn,
entertained Sharon Skala’s An¬
thropology 210 class Tuesday with
a lecture on Chinese culture and
the Chinese New Year.
Yong talked about traditional ac¬
tivities, gifts and foods for the an¬
nual celebration which falls on
Feb. 15.
Yong’s family originated in the
northeastern area of China where
they farmed. His father is a chef
specializing in traditional Chinese
dishes like sea cucumber and
shark’s fin soup.
Yong explained that these
specialties, which he serves in his
authentic Chinese restaurant as
well as eight other dishes for the
New Year, are delicacies which

are rarely made because they take
time and are usually beyond the
financial means of everyday
Chinese cooking.
The other New Year’s dishes
have more familiar ingredients
such as beef, rice, chicken and
pork but they are all prepared in
unique ways.
Yong also spoke about life in
China today, adding that his in¬
formation came from one of his
young employees who recently
came to the United States from
Peking.
Skala’s class got more informa¬
tion on China last week when
Marie Datharb of the DLL spoke.
She took a trip to mainland China
1% years ago and brought samples
of traditional and modem clothing
i and art objects from the area.

Andrew May was awarded se¬
cond place in individual
sweepstakes with a first in enformative speech, a second in duet
acting and a third in prose. Brian
Wiersema took a first in speech
analysis and a sixth in extem¬
poraneous speaking. Tony Kieling
captured a first place trophy in
poetry and a fifth in persuasion.
Patti Hager took a first in extem¬
poraneous speaking, a third in im¬
promptu speaking. Jerry Spivack
and Mark Zwman placed first in

duet acting, ahead of May and
Shikora.
Cathy Carter, Mary LaPorte and
Doris Porter also participated in
the tournament, coached by Jodi
Briggs, B. F. Johnston and James
Collie, director of forensics.
Illinois Central College of East

Peoria, placed second in overall
competition and Southeastern
Community College of Harrisburg
placed third.
CD will compete at the Highland
Junior College in Freeport, n. on
Feb. 1 and 2.

Railroad engineer to talk
Design and planning of a new
Washington Street bridge for the
Burlington Northern Railroad
main line in Naperville is one of the
projects to be presented by Marvin
Nelson, regional engineer of the
railroad, at the Engineering Club
meeting Friday noon, Feb. 8, in
A1017.
Nelson is a resident of Lisle and
received his degree in civil
engineering from North Dakota
State University in 1965.
In discussing railway engineer¬
ing at the Burlington, Nelson will
indicate the factors which go into
planning and scheduling a major
reconstruction such as Naperville,
where more than 100 trains a day
are carried over a major vehicular
artery and over 3000 commuters

board trains each day at the adja¬
cent station. The overpass is
presently a constriction to traffic
and a major drainage problem.
Another project to be covered is
the development of an
underground oil recovery method
developed following the failure of a
Diesel duel tank at LaCrosse, Wis.
This trapped a large quantity of
fuel oil on top of the water table,
which required various engineer¬
ing studies to accomplish its
removal as a threat to the environ¬
ment.
Nelson is a registered profes¬
sional engineer and has held posi¬
tions with the Burlington since 1967
as Roadmaster, Assistant Ar¬
chitect, Structures Engineer, and
Program Planning Manager.

Young drinkers find booze
Continued from Page 1
But 19- and 20-year-olds are not
the only ones that this law is affec¬
ting. What about the parents of
many of these people? Generally,
their attitude toward drinking has
not changed. But there is a great
deal of concern for their children
and the potential danger of drunk
driving and drug involvement.
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2-bedroom apartment in old Vic¬
torian house. Gas, heat, water, vegetable
garden included. No children. $265 per
month. 293-1563.
Pregnant? And you didn't mean to
be? Birthright can help you. Free,
confidential service. Call anytime,
968-6668.

-

129 Sea Isle Circle
South Daytona. Fla. 32019

Professional typing — reports,
resumes, theses, dissertations,
manuscripts. IBM electronic
typewriter. 629-6488.
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Reserve Your Seal Now I!

CONTACT:

While there has been a decrease
in the number of patrons, there has
also been an even greater decrease
in rowdiness for both of these night
spots.

reclining

beer and soda provided enroute

Florida!
EXTRAS:

business. The Corporation has ex¬
perienced an even bigger loss of
business on Wednesday nights,
designated as rock’n’roll night.

FUNTIME TOURS

693-4759

For sale —1967 Lincoln Continental.
Fully equipped. Good running con¬
dition. $250 or best offer. Call Jim at
668-8736.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES: Ad¬
dress and stuff envelopes at home.
$800 per month possible. Offerdetails, send $1.00 (refundable) to
Triple ‘S,’ 869 Juniper, Plnon Hills,
Ca. 92372.

Summer employment: Lombard
Park District is now accepting ap¬
plications for summer employment
In the recreation department and
the swimming pool Applications are
available at Park District office, 120
W. Maple St. Applicants must beat
least 16 years of age.

HELP WANTED: Address and stuff
envelopes at home. Any age °f
location. $800 per month possible
See ad under BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES. Triple'S.'

Make quick cash. Phone sales, N
or part-time. Base salary plus c°
mission. Earn up to $300 per we
Call 668-8259.
Cash paid for Lionel trains and-*J
cessories, any condition. Pe "
call 312-352-2999.
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Alpha plans trip
to Grand Canyon
Again this spring quarter, a
group of students from Alpha will
be taking off on an adventure in
learning focused on the Southwest.
The field experience will begin
with four weeks of meeting, plann¬
ing, and organizing on campus.
On April 26, participants will
begin a drive west. The next three
weeks will be spent completing a
circuit which will include
wilderness backpacking, a modest
hike descending the 4,460 feet into
the Grand Canyon, followed by the
ordeal of gettin back up almost
one vertical mile of the most spec¬
tacular canyon and geology in the
United States.
Twelve students took this trip
with instructor Peter Klassen dur-

Job importance
determines pay,
Council told
While continuing one’s education
may be a rewarding experience for
a member of the CD administra¬
tion, it will not necessarily bring
rewards in the form of a bigger
paycheck, according to President
Harold McAninch.
“The importance of a job to the
institution is the over-riding factor
in wage determination,”
McAninch told a special session of
the Administrative Council on Fri¬
day. “We feel an employee should
be paid for his job, not for his
educational advancement. ’ ’
Each job requires a certain
minimal background, he said, and
for example, working toward a
PhD doesn’t necessarily improve a
person’s background for his job.
‘Advanced education really
deals with the initial placement in
administration—from that point
on, everyone is expected to im¬
prove, ” McAninch said. “Advanc¬
ed educational credits earned are
icknowledged through merit in¬
creases in salary, provided the
person is doing the job.”
McAninch also told the council
hat he is considering asking the
ioard of Trustees to approve oneear contracts for administrators
t its March meeting. This would
juarantee an involuntarily assignid administrator a commensurate
talary for the rest of the fiscal
ear.

Anita Kerr
jazz concert
et for Feb. 8
Anita
Kerr,
award-winning
irranger and swing singer, will be
eatured in a jazz concert at 8:15
i.m. on Feb. 8 in the CD Performig Arts Center.
Kerr will also conduct a clinic
orkshop for swing choirs from
al high schools on the same day.
|he will perform and give instruc¬
ts at a workshop following a
emonstration by the CD Swing
Cboioir.
Both events are open to the
ublic and admission is free.
Kerr has received three gold
:cords for her Anita Kerr Singer
id an ASCAP award for her conibution to country music and the
Nashville recording industry.
For more information, call ext.
or ext. 2369.

ing the spring of 1978. While explor¬
ing Organ Pipe Cactus National
Monument of the Mexico/U. S.
border, as a conservation project,
students walked 35 miles through
the desert cutting holes in a fence
to open up range for the prong
homed antelope. A drive up Mt.
Lemon outside of Tucson took
students from Sonoran desert
through five ecological zones to a
Canadian Alpine setting in one
short hour.
This year a major theme will
focus on the relationship of one to
one’s environment. Looking back
into prehistory may provide the
basis for projecting ourselves into
the future.
Upon returning to campus, the
group will continue to meet for pro¬
cessing and summarizing the field
learning.
Students are expected to enroll
for 12 to 15 hours of credit.
The choice of each student’s
courses will depend on learning
plans completed during the first
few weeks of classes. Courses may
include biology, English,
humanities, and social sciences.
Field expenses are estimated at
$350 plus tuition. For more in¬
formation contact the Alpha office,
J107A or 858-2800, ext. 2356.

Chaps drown
despite Mapalo
By Tom Nelson
The way things went on Saturday
at Triton the Chaps swimmers
should have stayed home in bed
and watched reruns of the Bowery
Boys.
Triton downed DuPage 74-36.
Even with the big point spread,
DuPage managed to win several
events.
Darren Mapalo won both the one
meter and three meter diving
events. Team mate Ron Yelenosky
placed second in each event.
All-American John Sullivan won
the 200-yard breaststroke while
Walter Bruun won the 200-yard
butterfly event.
On Wednesday it was a different
story. The swimmers kicked sand
in Wright’s face, 71-12.
DuPage had a perfect day and
won every event. Bruun, Sullivan,
Greg Spencer, Mark Schark, and
Bret Buchanan each won three
events. The 400-yard medley relay
was ' won by Schark, Sullivan,
Bruun, and Jeff Spier. The 400yard freestyle relay was also cap¬
tured for DuPage by Buchanan,
. Spier, Steve Krenek, and Bob Bos.
The swimmers hold a 2-1 record.
The team goes to the Wright In¬
vitational this Friday for a 6 p.m.
match.
Due to a broken pool, all meets
with Harper, including the one
scheduled for Feb. 5, have been
canceled.

By Tom Nelson
What a suprise to see Dave Pease start on Saturday night. After an
entire year of seeing Scott Kalkofen or somebody else start it came as
a suprise.
Pease played up to his starting role that night by sinking 11 points.
Kalkofen will have to battle to stop this from happening, if he wants to
start more games.
Kalkofen won’t have to worry this week, but the team will be hurting
since Pease hurt his ankle. According to team “saw bones” Tom Feltz,
Yorkie Myles has a slight strain in the calf.
The ping-pong tournament brackets are up at the Intramural office
in case you are in the tournament. The Volleyball deadline is Feb. 1
with play beginning Feb. 6. The free throw contest is slated for Feb. 11.
Badminton Deadline is Feb. 15 with play beginning on Feb. 20. Wrestl¬
ing deadline is Feb. 22 with the play beginning Feb. 27. Fencing
deadline is Feb. 29 with play beginning March 4. The weight lifting
contest is slated for March 3 with a Feb. 29 deadline. Open gym is from
12-1:30 daily while the weight room is open from 12-2 p.m. daily. For
more information contact Don Klaas at ext. 2466.
RIM SHOTS: Kent “Big Red” Katterjohn leads the team with a 63
percent field goal clip. Chuck Hudson has the team lead in total points
with 264, Joel May has 249, with Carter in third with 231. Hudson is the
top rebounder with 114 and Carter has 68 steals, tops by far for the
Chaps. Pease is shooting 89 percent from the free throw line, while
regulars Kalkofen and Katterjohn are tied with 80 percent from the
charity stripe...

Late-bloomer Adrahtas
blossoms for skaters

By Tom Nelson
Most college level hockey play¬
ers strapped on a pair of skates
and played hockey for the first
time on some frozen river or pond
in the days of their youth.
But then Chaparral goalie Tom
Adrahtas is an exception.
The Chaparrals will take to the
Adrahtas never played ice
track again at 4 p.m. Thursday,
hockey until he was 17. Now 24 he is
Jan. 31, when they travel to the city
one of the nation’s top junior col¬
for the University of Chicago
lege netminders.
Relays. Competing in the meet will
Growing up in Chicago,
be the host school and all of the
Adrahtas developed his goalten¬
two-year colleges in the state that
ding knowledge by playing street
offer indoor track.
hockey. Still his true love was ice
Rau and Sokolowski will con¬
hockey.
tinue a busy weekend when they
“Hockey was the only sport I
travel to the University of Indiana
ever liked,” Adrahtas recalled,
Relays on Friday and Saturday.
“one time I saw Glenn Hall make a
The only junior college athletes in¬
save and I said that’s for me,
vited to compete in the meet,
Glenn Hall is my idol and I use a
Sokolowski will enter the high
style very similar to his.”
jump and Rau will run the 600“I learned by watching other
meter race against runners from
goalies skate.
schools like Notre Dame, Universi¬
Later I joined a house league in
ty of Illinois, University of Indiana
Chicago, and I started playing at
and Ohio State.
Downers Grove when I was 19.”
Wanting to gain knowledge on
Coach Ottoson will then take his
weary runners to the Chicago improving his game, Adrahtas
Metropolitan Open on Sunday, wrote to the general manager of
which will feature runners from all the St. Louis Blues. After repeated
of the Chicago metropolitan area letters the general manager
colleges and universities. The agreed to talk to him.
“I went and saw him,” recalled
meet will be hosted by University
of Illinois-Circle Campus at Pro¬ Adrahtas. “He told me to get onto a
good team. A couple guys I knew
viso West High School.
told me to try out for CD. ”
His first year here Adrahtas led
his team to a second place finish in
Women tankers
the NJCAA final in New York. He
without opponent
was also named the tournament’s
MVP for his netkeeping abilities.
“I’m all dressed up with
Adrahtas plays much like the
nowhere to go.”
Hawk’s Tony Esposito.
Much like the person looking for
“I use a V-style, same as
some action on Friday night, the
Esposito,” he explained. “It’s
women’s swim team is all ready to
physically impossible for some
race but has nowhere to go.
goalies but to me it just comes
naturally.”
“The screen shot is probably the
According
to
Al
Zamsky,
hardest. If you see the shot you
women’s swim coach, both of this
weekend’s meet have been cancel-1 have a chance. I think 90 percent of
goaltending is mental. If you can’t
ed. He said, “Neither team
stand up to it, you can’t play
(Wright or Triton) has women on
goalie.”
the team. The women swam this
Before the games Adrahtas gets
weekend but they’re looking for
the usual butterflies,in his case it is
competition. We’ve always had a
a bit more severe.
women’s team and it looks like Lin¬
“I get nervous enough that
coln is the only other team left. ’ ’
before a game I get sick to my
Zamsky wants the public to know
stomach, but I don’t throw up.”
that the women have a separate
“Once the games get going,
state meet this year. DuPage is ex¬
Adrahtas said, “I like to get the
pected to take it to make their 1979
first puck out of the way. After that
unofficial state champion ranking
the pressure is off. I don’t have a
official.
Led by All-American candidates fear of the puck, just getting
Carol Miller and Mary Kelly, the scored on.”
Adrahtas thinks the team
swimmers have power.

Thinclads fifth at Relays;
Chaps run with big guys
The only two-year college com¬
peting against six four-year
universities, College of DuPage ac¬
quitted itself well Saturday, Jan.
26, finishing fifth in the seven-team
University of WisconsinMilwaukee Relays.
Marquette won the meet with 96
points, while the host school was
second at 88. University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point was third
at 78 and University of WisconsinWhitewater was a close fourth at
77. DuPage finished with 56, follow¬
ed by University of WisconsinParkside (20) and Carroll College
(4).
The Chaparrals of DuPage won
the high jump relay, with the winn¬
ing score determined by the com¬
bined scores of the top three
finishers. Jim Sokolowski had the
highest jump of the day at 6-10,
followed by teammates Ed
Foreman at 6-6 and Jeff Merkle at
6-2.
Sokolowski also paced DuPage
to a victory in the high hurdle relay
with a time of 7.7. Foreman was
close behind at 7.8 and John Kawka
was the team’s third man at 8.2.
“I’m very pleased with our per¬
formances,” Coach Ron Ottoson
commented. “We go back up there
in March (March 8 University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee Invita¬
tional) and we’ll do even better.”
The shot put team of Tom
Fieweger, Rick Slott and Dan
Fester finished second. Fieweger
put the longest shot of the day at 487.
Five of the DuPage relay entries
finished third, including
Sokolowski, Merkle and Tom Bohr
in the long jump, and the team of
Sokolowski, Bohr, Kawka and
sophomore Mark Rau of Glen
Ellyn in the mile relay.
Kawka and Rau teamed with
Rich Shute of Glen Ellyn and Bob
Palm of Villa Park to finish third in
the sprint medley relay, and Bohr
joined with Merkle and Matt
Czubik of La Grange for third in
the triple jump.
Bohr also helped score points by
teaming with Joe Newhouse and
Dave Hobbs as well as Bill Schreffler to take third in the two-mile
relay.

Sports

much better then last year’s
squad.
“If we get together we have just
as good as chance as the other
teams in the country. This year we
have an advantage because we
have an idea of how the other
teams are,” he said.

Goalie Tom Adrahtas
Bill Fitzmaurice, the Eddie
Shore of the team, exclaimed, “He
is the best junior college goalie in
the country. He should go on, if he
wants, to play Division I hockey.
He’s got the tools.”
Right now Adrahtas is leaning
toward Michigan State as a possi¬
ble stop for the next two years. He
acknowledged, “Their goaltending
is weak, so I stand a good chance of
breaking in there.”
Even without his goaltending
skills, Adrahtas prides himself in
the academic field. With a 4.00
average he said, “I’m proud that
I’m on the President’s List. The
team scholastically has very good
grades,. Education is very impor¬
tant.”
“Salberg is a better coach this
year then last. He’s brought out the
best of talent in everyone. ”
Adrahtas is also the asst, hockey
coach at Glenbard East. He hopes
to go into teaching of some sort. He
added, “I love helping other
goalies develop.”

WOMEN’S TRACK
Any women interested in par¬
ticipating on the DuPage women’s
track team should contact Coach
Mike Considine in K133nr call ext
2559.
Practice officially bcgne March
24 but several of the women have
already started practicing indoors
at Illinois Benedictine CnHege.
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Different starters
still ap-Pease Klaas

Kent Katterjohn reaches high during Saturday’s game with Rock
■ Valley. The Chaps came out on top, 77-62.
Photo by Tom Nelson

Things happened a little different at last
Saturday night’s basketball game here.
Forward Dave Pease drew his first star¬
ting assignment and Chuck Hudson played
an unexpected high scoring guard position
with 24 points.
And so the Chaps chiseled Rock Valley,
77-62.
Forward Joel May termed it a “good old
team game,” and added “and that is the
way it has to be from now on out. I don’t
mind scoring if everybody is getting into
the game.”
The Chaps were never really out of con¬
trol, and only their mistakes and turnovers
kept Rock Valley in the game.
The opening minutes saw Rock Valley
keep within range. But a strong four cor¬
ner offense and a defense that managed to
stop the running and long range bombing
helped DuPage gather a 39-27 halftime
lead.
Early in the second half Coach Don
Klaas told his squad to start the stall tac¬
tics. Not being able to control the tempo of
the game, Klaas sent in Verando “Rock”
Parker to slow it down.
From that point on the team breezed to
an easy win. The crowning blow was
Chuck Hudson’s spectacular dunk late in

Coach finds silver lining

Salberg’s line shuffle
deals skaters 2 wins
“They were struggles.”
That was Coach Herb Salberg’s synopsis
of this weekend’s hockey victories over
Lake Forest JV, 8-5, on Saturday and Morraine Valley, 6-4, on Friday.
Salberg switched his lines around. “It
really helped,” he said. “We put E.J.
Clark with Rich Balance, and Brad Saban.
We moved Brian Lenz to line three with
George Zarbon and Bill Fehrman.”
Balance went on the scoring warpath
and collected a hat trick against Lake
Forest. The team took a 2-0 lead early in
the game with goals by Bill Fitzmaurice
and Saban. Goals by Don Niestrom and
Mike Murphy put the Chaps ahead 4-2
before Lake Forest fought back to a 5-4
lead going into the third period.
The third period seems to be the charm
for the Chaps.
Salberg pointed out, “We have outscored
the opposition 27-10 in the third period,
which shows that we’re in shape. This is
because we are on the ice so much.”
On Friday the team fell behind 3-1 before
the Big Green and Gold Machine started to
rev up. From 12:04 in the second period the

Chaps limited Moraine Valley to just one
goal. CD goals came from Balance, his
12th, Murphy, his ninth; and Zarbon,
Saban and Mannion.
After an early season barrage by
DuPage’s version of the Detroit Red Wings
famed “Production Line”, Niestrom and
his “MnM” line are getting some of the
pressure taken off them. Balance and his
line lead the team with seven goals this
weekend while Niestrom’s line had five.
Coach Salberg said the only thing hur¬
ting his team is their poor showing on
power plays.
Leading the team in scoring is Niestrom
with 33 points. Murphy and Balance, last
year’s leading scorer, are tied with 23
points. Goalie Tom Adrahtas’ average is
up to 3.33.
The team travels to Michigan State to
play the junior varsity there on Friday.
Some of the team members are looking
toward a good showing there because
many of them are thinking of attending
that school. The next day they take on the
eampbels Jrs.

Hurt Chap grapplers still take 3d
Plagued by nagging injuries. Coach A1
Kaltofen’s wrestlers still managed to bring
home third-place honors Saturday from
the North Central College Invitational
Meet.
Scott Duncan was the Chaparrals’ only
individual champion, winning the 142pound bracket. The No. 4 seed in the tour¬
nament, Duncan pinned No. 2 seed Larry
Biundo of Muskegon with 38 seconds left in
the second period. Earlier he had won by
default over No. 1 seed Dave Torres of
North Central and edged Bob Madison of
Carthage, 5-3.
Other place winners for DuPage were
heavyweight Kurt Buehler who finished
third; Steve Helmick, who finished third at
177; and Jim Jones, who placed fourth at
150.
“The guys wrestled well,” said Kaltofen.
“Just wait until we get them all back,”
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater won

the meet with 107% points, while
Muskegon College of Michigan was second
with 95%. DuPage was third with 38% and
Wheaton was a close fourth with 38. Clos¬
ing out the scoring were Franklin (Ind.)
27%; North Central, 21%; Lewis, 12;
Aurora, 10; Carthage, 7%; University of
Chicago, 1%; and North Park, %.
Kaltofen hopes to have three injured
wrestlers back in time for the Feb. 9 North
Central Community College Conference
meet. Pat Kane is 11-1 in the lower weight
brackets, while Pat Nelson is highly-rated
at 158 pounds. Tony Malacame is expected
to challenge for the conference title at 190
pounds when he sees his first action early
in February.
The Chaparrals will host Waubonsee,
Wright, Elgin, Blackhawk and McHenry
Colleges in dual meets starting at 10 a.m.
Saturday, Feb. 2.
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the game.
Hudson said after the game, “You get a
burst of energy after you dunk it. It
psyches everybody up.”
Even though the Chaps had the game
well in hand, Hudson felt his dunks and his
teamates’ dunks can bring a team back to
life.
Hudson thought his hot hand Saturday
was due to practicing. He said, “I’m prac¬
ticing more, taking my time, and concen¬
trating.”
Rock Valley was led by their 6’4” center
Ron Alden, who pumped in 25 points.
Pease made a good showing for the first
time out with 11 points. His performance
prompted Scott Kalkofen, forward, to say:
“He started because he’s good. He’s a sen¬
sational ball player with an all-around
game.”
Yorkie Myles, “the Duke of Dunk,”
followed Pease with 10 points, one of which
was his patented “whipper dipper dunk.”
Hudson thinks the team is starting to
mold together. He said, “We’re playing
better together. We’re getting back into
the groove.”
The team stands at 19-1 on the season
with a 7-2 conference record.

Yorkie Myles readies for one of
his rim-rocking dunks.

Chaps bench
Myles better
By Tom Nelson
One of the key factors to this year’s fine
Chaparral showing on the basketball court
is their bench strength, which includes 6’4” center or forward Yorkie Myles.
He and Kent Katterjohn share the big
man duties since the departure of Fred
Curry. Even though Myles didn’t play high
school basketball his senior year, he has
developed into a top notch player.
“I started playing ball when I was nine.”
Myles recalled “They started us out with
right handed and left handed layups.”
“I was constantly playing in tour¬
naments like the Y.M.C.A. and Mayor
Byrne,” he said. “My senior year I was
playing for the Comets. We would take the
majority of the tournaments we played
in.”
Myles, who is studying Architect
Technology here, sees his role this way;
“My position on the team is rebounding
and scoring occasionally and helping out..
my shot is from inside the free throw line,
no more than eight foot jump shots.”
Although his usual playing line up is
Hudson, Verando Parker, Kent Katter¬
john, and Joel May. Myles prefers to play
with Parker, Hudson, Scott Kalkofen, and
Katterjohn.
“The team is pulling together as a
whole.” said Myles. “I feel we can go all
the way if the coach would start pushing us
harder. He has a big factor in it.”
To stay in prime shape Myles does 100
pushups and skips rope almost every
night During the off-season he frequents
the weight room to help him jump higher
for his rim-rocking dunks.

If the slumping CD women’s basketball
team has had any bright spots this season,
it has been the consistently outstanding
play of sophomores Karen Kvackay and
Barb Sawicki.
A 5-8 forward, Sawicki scored 71 points
in the Dupers four recent losses, collecting
18 points in the Dupers four recent losses,
collecting 18 points in DuPage’s loss to
Triton last Friday 81-45. She scored 14
points in the loss to Illinois State JV 79-56
on Jan. 17, 22 points against Thornton Jan.
19 in a 71-50 loss, and 17 points against
University of Wisconsin Whitewater Jan.
22 in a 74-67 defeat.
Kvackay, a 5-7 forward, turned in a 16point performance at ISU, was held to two
points at Thornton, but bounced back with
28 points against Whitewater. Kvackay
was injured in the second half of the Triton
game on Jan. 25.
The Dupers now own a 2-11 record (1-3 in
conference). They play N.I.U. JV on Satur¬
day and come home Tuesday Feb. 5 for a
game against Morraine Valley.

F acuity-alumni
basketball game
The Feb. 2 Faculty-Alumni basketball
game is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. before
the Chaparral-Joliet game.
According to Pat Wagner, alumni coor¬
dinator, the game is just for fun and
recreation. Coach Ernie Gibson is involved
in an extensive recruiting program for the
faculty.
Some veterans of previous teams in¬
clude “Rapid” Ron Schiesz, counselor; A1
“SOAR” Levinson, director of Project
SOAR: Bob “Big Mac” MacDougall, foot¬
ball coach; Dave “Birds and Bees” Malek,
associate dean; Bill “Fuzz” Fitzgerald, in¬
structor of criminal justice; Ron “Drib¬
bles” Lemme, vice-president, planning;
Jerry “Chi Square” Amburgey, math
teacher; Jerry “Cha Cha Cha
Nowesnick, athletic trainer; and Dave
“Ace” Boyd, admissions associate. New
players will no doubt enter the line-up to
indicate the college’s hiring practices of
All-Americans.
For further information contact ra‘
Wager in the Alumni Office, K-145, ext
2242.
BASEBALL MEET FEB. 4
All men planning to participate on the
1980 College of DuPage baseball team
should attend the meeting Feb. 4 in K131 at
4 p.m.
Eligibility, practice schedules, ana
times will be discussed. Players unable to
attend should contact the Athletic office.
K-147.

